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Abstract: In cities around the world commuters complain that traffic congestion makes the travel inconvenient and arduous.
Vehicular networking and communication system is an area of significant importance. In our increasingly connected and
mobile world, he state of road density is an important factor in evaluating travel times and travelling routes. Effective vehicular
connectivity techniques can significantly enhance efficiency of travel, reduce traffic incidents and improve safety, mitigate the
impact of congestion and overall provide more comfortable experience. Our solution delivers cloud approach to the traffic
management by pulling information about the traffic density in the road junction. This translates to improved service by
reducing unnecessary stops and elevates the comfort in travel.
Keywords: Communication, Vehicular Networks, Cloud Approach, Internet of Things

1. Introduction
In any city in the world, traffic monitoring is an important
part of the smart-city infrastructure. Normal traffic to
highway traffic requires adequate information about the
support and logistics available on the highway and in turn the
system can be made self-reliable and intelligent. Any type of
congestion on roads will ultimately lead to loss of fuel and
economic loss. Any foresight on traffic will always help to
improve the whole system. With number of WSN and Sensor
enabled communications, an IoT of traffic will be generated.
This will be known as Traffic IoT (TIoT). The information
collected from TIoT can be presented to travelers as in [4].
The traffic information will be dependent upon the
queuing model on roads and infrastructure of roads itself.
This identification of critical road points and present state of
traffic information on all roads can be provided to the user.
However, this traffic monitoring application needs to be
secure to prevent any terrorist attacks frequent in urban cities.
Few such prototype implementations can be found in [8][9]
and the Smart Santander EU project [11].
1.1. Internet of Things (IoT)
The term 'Internet of Things' or 'Internet of Objects' has
come to represent electrical or electronic devices, of varying

sizes and capabilities that are connected to the Internet. The
scope of the connections is ever broadening to beyond just
Machine-to-Machine communication (M2M). IoT devices
employ a broad array of networking protocols, applications
and network domains [1]. The rising preponderance of IoT
technology is facilitated by physical objects being linked to
the Internet by various types of short-range wireless
technologies such as ZigBee, RFID, sensor networks and
through location based technologies. IoT will make the
impact of the Internet even more pervasive, personal and
intimate in daily life. The emergence of IoT as a distinctive
entity was achieved, according to the CISCO Internet
Business Solutions Group (IBSG), when more inanimate
objects were connected to the Internet than human users.
According to this definition, this occurred in mid-2005. This
is an accelerating ongoing process especially with the rollout
of CISCO's 'Planetary Skin', the Smart Grid and intelligent
vehicles.
IoT devices are not currently strongly standardized in how
they are connected to the Internet, apart from their
networking protocols. IoT may be employed with added
management and security features to link as in vehicle
electronics, home environmental management systems,
telephone networks and control of domestic utility services.
The expanding scope of IoT can be used to interconnect
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various disparate networks.
1.2. Internet of Things Architecture
As identified by Atzori et. al. [3], Internet of Things can be
realized in three paradigms – Middleware, Sensors and the
Knowledge Base to interact and fulfill the visions of internet
oriented, things oriented and semantic oriented. Individual
visions will not fulfill the whole connectivity vision. The
intersection of these visions will be main focus for making
and connecting the objects in to the network. For any
network, things will be the active participants in business,
information and social processes. Figure 1 illustrates the IOT
Architecture.
We have thought of giving more focus on the user
requirements of the sensors and smartness to enable IoT for
sensible smart environments with any interconnections of
sensors and actuators that have ability to process raw sensor
information, and meaningful inferences to develop a unified
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picture of the situation for smart applications. This is possible
through large scale sensor networks, data processing and
inferences using smart sensing and cloud computing. The
inferences will make the sensors sensible enough to rectify
the whole process which in turn will move towards making
the whole process intelligent.
1.3. Wireless Sensor Networks
The components that make up the WSN monitoring
network include:
Wireless Sensor Networks hardware - Typically a WSN
node contains interfaces to sensors, computing and
processing units, transceiver units and power supply. More
sophisticated sensor nodes can communicate over multiple
frequencies as stated in [2].
Wireless Sensor Networks Communication Stack
(WSNCS) – The nodes will be deployed in an adhoc manner.

Figure 1. The IoT Architecture.

Communication topology will be an important factor for
communication through the system of WSN nodes. There is
this communication stack at one central node which will be
able to interact with the connected world through the Internet
and which will act as a gateway to the WSN subnet and the
Internet [9].
Middleware–This is associated with the internet
infrastructure and the concept of service oriented architecture
(SOA) for access to heterogeneous sensor resources as
described in [5].
1.4. Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is an emerging paradigm of distributed
computing. In 1969 [14] L. Kleinrock anticipated, “As of
now, computer networks are still in their infancy. But as they
grow up and become more sophisticated, we will probably
see the spread of ’computer utilities’ which, like present
electric and telephone utilities, will service individual homes
and offices across the country.” His vision was the true

indication of today’s utility based computing paradigm. One
of the giant steps towards this world was taken in mid1990’swhen grid computing was first coined to allow
consumers to obtain computing power on demand. The origin
of cloud computing can be seen as an evolution of grid
computing technologies. The term Cloud computing was
given prominence first by Google’s CEO Eric Schmidt in late
2006 (may be he coined the term) [15]. So the birth of cloud
computing is a very recent phenomena although its root
belongs to some old ideas with new business, technical and
social perspectives. Cloud uses the existing grid architecture
to provide services and add-ons few technologies like
virtualization and various business models.
In brief, cloud computing is a cluster of commodity of
computer networks in different geographical locations or the
same geographical location, operating together to serve a
number of customers with different need and workload on
demand basis with the help of the virtualization. Cloud
services are provided to the cloud customers or clients as
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utility services like electricity, telephone as pay-as-you-use
business model. These utility services are generally described
as the Xaa S (X as a Service) where X can be Software,
Platform or Infrastructure etc. Cloud users use these services
provided by the Cloud service providers and build their
application in the internet and thus deliver them to their end
users. Thus cloud users need not to worry about the resources
like hardware, software and maintenance of these
infrastructures. They can also afford these cloud services as
they are based on the pay-as-you-use. So the cloud users can
reduce their expenditure and effort in the field of IT using
cloud services instead of establishing IT infrastructure
themselves.
Cloud is essentially provided by large distributed data
centers. These data centers are often organized as grid and
the cloud is built on top of the grid services. Cloud users are
provided with virtual images of the physical machines in the
data centers. This virtualization is one of the key concept of
cloud computing as it essentially builds the abstraction over
the physical system. Many cloud applications are gaining
popularity day by day for their availability, reliability,
scalability and utility model. These applications made
distributed computing easy as the criticalaspects are handled
by the cloud provider itself.
Cloud computing is growing now-a-days in the interest of
technical and business organizations but this can also be
beneficial for solving social issues. In the recent time EGovernance is being implemented in developing countries to
improve efficiency and effectiveness of governance. This
approach can be improved much by using cloud computing
instead of traditional ICT. In India, economy is agriculture
based and most of the citizens live in rural areas. The
standard of living, agricultural productivity etc. can be
enhanced by utilizing cloud computing in a proper way. Both
of these applications of cloud computing have technological
as well as social challenges to overcome.
Advantages of using Cloud - The advantages for using
cloud services can be of technical, architectural, business etc.
[15, 17].
i. Cloud Providers’ point of view
(a) Most of the data centers today are underutilized. They
are mostly 15% utilized. These data centers need spare
capacity just to cope with the huge spikes that sometimes get
in the server usage. Large companies having those data
centers can easily rent those computing power to other
organizations and get profit out of it and also make the
resources needed for running data center (like power) utilized
properly.
(b) Companies having large data centers have already
deployed the resources and to provide cloud services they
would need very little investment and the cost would be
incremental.
ii. Cloud Users’ point of view
(a) Cloud users need not to take care about the hardware
and software they use and also they don’t have to be worried
about maintenance. The users are no longer tied to someone
traditional system.

(b) Virtualization technology gives the illusion to the users
that they are having all the resources available.
(c) Cloud users can use the resources on demand basis and
pay as much as they use. So the users can plan well for
reducing their usage to minimize their expenditure.
(d) Scalability is one of the major advantages to cloud
users. Scalability is provided dynamically to the users. Users
get as much resources as they need. Thus this model
perfectly fits in the management of rare spikes in the
demand.
Motivation towards Cloud in Recent Time - Cloud
computing is emerging technology, not a new idea but it is an
evolution of an old paradigm of distributed computing.
Recent technology trends and business models are few of the
examples for enthusiasm about cloud computing in the
corporate world [17] and scientific community across the
world.
- High demand of interactive applications – Applications
with real time response and with capability of providing
information either by other users or by nonhuman sensors
gaining more and more popularity today. These are generally
attracted to cloud not only because of high availability but
also because these services are generally data intensive and
require analyzing data across diﬀerent sources.
- Parallel batch processing – Cloud inherently supports
batch-processing and analyzing tera-bytes of data very
eﬃciently. Programming models like Google’s mapreduce[18]and Yahoo!’s open source counterpart, Hadoop
can be used to do these hiding operational complexity of
parallel processing of hundreds of cloud computing servers.
- New trends in business world and scientiﬁc community –
In recent times the business enterprises are interested in
discovering customer’s needs, buying patterns, supply chains
to take top management decisions. These require analysis of
very large amount of online data. This can be done with the
help of cloud very easily. Yahoo! Homepage is a very good
example of such thing. In the homepage they show the latest
news in the country. And according to the users’ interest they
change the ads and other sections in the page. Other than
these many scientiﬁc experiments need very time consuming
data processing jobs like LHC (Large Hadron Collider)
which can be done by cloud.
- Extensive desktop application – Some desktop
applications like Matlab, Mathematics, Cadenece etc. are
becoming so compute intensive that a single desktop machine
is no longer enough to run them. So they are developed to be
capable of using cloud computing to perform extensive
evaluations.

2. Proposed Work
Road traffic management involves directing vehicular and
pedestrian traffic to ensure the safety of general public. The
efforts by traffic managers and town planners to overcome
traffic congestion are not achieving result as more and more
vehicles are added to the road network day by day which
exceeds the intended physical capacity of the road space. To
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tide over the traffic congestion and to ensure better traffic
management, timely availability of dynamic traffic
information with traffic managers are essential to regulate the
traffic and divert the traffic to alternate routes.
There are several sources providing traffic information to
commuters through FM stations, GPS assisted systems.
However, these are not covering the entire segment of
population as these systems have lot many disadvantages.
In this proposed work, we are presenting a new traffic
management system infrastructure which will help in
mitigating the traffic problems and ensure better traffic
management, and efficient way to utilize time on the road.
We are proposing a set of mobile applications i.e., an
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application for our clients, and another for the controller. The
mobile application acts as an intermediate agent between the
clients and the traffic management system. The aim is to
provide a better solution for the commuter and the existing
traffic management departments.
The figure 2 represents the proposed traffic management
system. The system consists of client mobile application,
controller mobile application, cloud network. The client
mobile application is used by the registered clients who will
access the traffic data from the cloud. The controller
application is used by the set of controllers who will update the
real time traffic data to the cloud. The cloud network consists
of client database, controller database, and traffic database.

Figure 2. Proposed Model.

2.1. Mobile Application
Both the user mobile application and client mobile
application are developed on the android operating system.
The application is developed keeping the thoughts to make it
easy to use and user friendly by simple user interface with
minimal input. The mobile application has good security
features and with the view of the launching of the application
and taking this project to enterprise level we have included
parts where user submits his personal data, which in turn
helps us to expand the services. If it is required to be at
premium level services that can be offered like, on demand
parking slot in various parking spaces, on demand request of
the quickest way to reach destination and so on. These
premium services are provided on the extra payment and are
not included in premium services.

2.3. Controller Application
The controller application is used by the set of registered
users who act as controllers and who help in updating real
time traffic data to the cloud networks.
A controller application has again signup page and the
login page and then the easiest way to update the traffic by
selecting the location id and stating the traffic status as listed.
2.4. Cloud Network
Cloud network plays a vital role in the application, as it
stores various data regarding the clients, controllers and the
traffic databases. In the cloud infrastructure we use WAMP
Server consisting of Apache web server, OpenSSL for SSL
support, MySQL database and PHP programming language.

2.2. Client Application

2.5. Client Database

The main purpose of client application is to fetch the
traffic data from the cloud. It consists of the signup page and
login page.
A new user is required to enter the email, mobile number,
desired password, and personal details to use the services.
Once the user is successfully registered, the user is asked to
login and then the user can access the data

The information provided by the number of clients during
the registration are stored using MySQL database.
[android_api(database)->
users(tables)]
Stores
the
information like Id, Unique_id, name, email, mobile number,
location,
date
of
birth,
encrypted
password,
created_at(timestamp). And the same mobile number and the
password is used for login purposes in the mere future.
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2.6. Controller Database
The information provided by the number of controller
during the registration are stored using MySQL database.
[android_api(database)->cont(tables)] stores the information
like Id, Unique_id, name, email, mobile number, location,
date of birth, encrypted password, created_at(timestamp).
And the same mobile number and the password is used for
login purposes in the mere future.
2.7. Traffic Database
The predefined rows and columns in the traffic table
defines the locations. These rows are accessed using the id’s
and are updated using update function. And hence for every
update, an id with respective status column gets affected.
2.8. Softwares Used
a. Android Studio
b. Eclipse
c. WAMP Server

which makes it quick and easy to navigate across particular
traffic point in the city.

4. Statistical Analysis
The below graph in figure 3 describes the number of
applications installed during the period of February 2016 to
May 2016 and the number of active users during the same
period too.
The below graph in figure 4 describes the traffic density at
the Engineering College Circle. The data is updated by the
controller using the controller application on 09/05/2016.

5. Applications
1. The application can be leased to Traffic police
department or any other government
2. Services to monitor and scale the traffic on the roads.
Thus being a part of digital India mission.

2.8.1. Android Studio
Android Studio is the official IDE for Android application
development, based on IntelliJ IDEA. On top of IntelliJ's
powerful code editor and developer tools, Android Studio
offers even more features that enhance your productivity
when building Android apps. [43]
2.8.2. Eclipse
Eclipse is an integrated development environment (IDE)
used in computer programming. It contains base workspace
and an extensible plug-in system for customising the
environment. Eclipse is written mostly in java and its primary
use is for developing java applications, but it may also be
used to develop the applications in the other programming
languages through the use of plug-ins, including: Ada,
ABAP, C, C++, COBALT, Fortran, Haskell, JavaScript, Julia,
Lasso, Lua, Perl, PHP, Python, Ruby etc. [44]
In our project we used Eclipse IDE for PHP programming.

Figure 3. Number of applications installed versus number of users during a
specific period.

3. The application can be leased to private logistic players
to have a smooth transit services during their day to
day operations.

2.9. WAMP Server – Wamp Server
Refers to a software stack for the Microsoft Windows
operating system, created by Romain Bourdon and consisting
of the Apache Web Server, Open SSL for SSL support,
MySQL database and PHP programming language. [45]

3. Results
TRANSIRE is designed to be used when the user is
mobile. A simple, intuitive user interface is developed.
Moreover, the services and the features should be readily
accessible and user should not need to spend time reading
manuals to figure out how to use the basic functionality. This
philosophy of simplicity, accessibility and user-friendliness is
embodied in the design of the application.
The primary services provided by the TRANSIRE are
accessible from the main page of the client’s application

Figure 4. Traffic status at Engineering college.

4. A freemium application on the Google play store help
in commuters to save their time during their travel.
5. Premium application helps in reducing time and fuel
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costs. There by indirectly helping a part of Green India
mission
6. The same application can be used to monitor the traffic
in the highways. Thus it can also be used by Highway
patrol officers. Providing a smooth transit in national
highways and expressways.

6. Conclusion
The project has aimed to solve the present and essential
criteria of the people; travel has become unavoidable need of
the people. To make the travel easy and fast we are come
with a mobile application to find the traffic conditions of the
critical points of a different city. Every application is
different for different cities but they are clustered under a
single head called Vehicular traffic management using cloud
network. The people can download the application of their
own cities and use for their comfort. By this the
entrepreneurs, such as young engineers like us can earn
money and give service. the expected results show the good
performance of the project and some valid statistics.

Future Work
The project can be extended by using sensors and giving
the automation to the application which needs manual
services and software empowerment.
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